
modulo|cube
A simple, adaptable storage system

An optimal bottle storage

A modular system

An attractive price

Recommended by John Euvrard

Meilleur Ouvrier de France - Wine waiting



Modulocube  
from EuroCave
Modulocube is a folding rack in solid beech, supplied as a 
kit. It allows you to store your bottles with ease.

Optimal bottle storage
Designed in solid beech to offer optimal strength, Modulocube 
allows you to get the best use out of your wine storage space. 
It has been specially designed to store all types of bottles 
(Bordeaux, Burgundy, Champagne…): no more torn labels, no 
more badly stored bottles.

Two options are available: you can either store your bottles all 
together or individually by adding 5 to 6 rows of shelves.

An attractive price
Cost need no longer be a stumbling block to caring for your 
wine. Modulocube ensures ideal bottle storage at a very 
attractive price.
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Unit
weight 

(Kg)

Dimensions 
HxWxD

(mm)

Weight
of one shelf

(Kg)

Dimensions
of one shelf

HxWxD (mm)

4,80  660 x 660 x 235 0,60 34 x 572 x 168

Technical features

A modular system
Starting with one module of this functional system, you can 
create the storage space you need.  Each Modulocube unit 
allows you to store, in one depth, all types of bottles (up 
to 50 Bordeaux bottles).
Completely modular, Modulocube allows 
you to increase your storage capacity 
by assembling different modules 
and change the layouts according to 
your requirements.  Modulocube 
represents the ideal solution for 
storing your bottles with the 
possibility of assembling up to 
three modules on top of one another, 
whilst guaranteeing complete stability.

Modulocube
in storage version

Modulocube
with 6 shelves

Up to 146 bottles Up to 199 bottles Up to 367 bottles


